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WELCAR was designed to meet the community of interest of all 
parties (contractors and subcontractors) associated with construction 
projects. As such, the most efficient way to insure the contract works 
was to have a combined single limit with access to that limit available 
to all parties contracted to the project. Access to cover is granted to 
the principal assureds and to the interests of other assureds with an 
associated waiver of subrogation by the CAR underwriters. It is not 
however necessary to specifically name the other assureds.

Limitations of CAR cover from a marine contractor’s perspective 
for fixed or subsea construction operations
Watercraft exclusion
The CAR policy specifically excludes watercraft liabilities. These risks 
are required to be insured under a P&I entry. However, P&I policies 
exclude liabilities arising out of specialist operations (for example 
construction) where those liabilities are bought back under the club’s 
Offshore Liability Extension, they only respond to certain liabilities, up 
to the applicable limit.

P&I specialist operations and contract works
The Offshore Liability Extension does not reinstate cover for loss or 
damage to the contract works. Therefore, liabilities in respect of 
contract works remain excluded. The exclusion is in place because 
CAR policies specifically cover such risks. That policy will be the 
subject of a detailed risk assessment and rated in accordance with 
energy risk practice.

Waiver of subrogation of other assureds
The CAR cover requires that claims are brought against the policy by 
the principal assured. Therefore, there is no marine subcontractor 
right to claim directly against the policy. The waiver of subrogation 
provides other assured with limited protection. However, this may not 
prevent the ultimate client from bringing a claim against such other 
assured, depending on the terms of the cover.

Access to making a claim under the CAR
If a marine contractor is the Engineering Procurement and Installation 
(EPI) contractor who is a principal assured under CAR then they may 
have direct access to bring a claim thereunder.

However, the EPI contractor or their subcontractors are ‘other 
insureds’ or if a subcontractor to the EPI contractor is an ‘other 
insured’, there are some practical issues that may impede access  
to CAR cover, namely:
1. The principal insured to accept a claim because of an ongoing 

dispute with the marine subcontractor.
2. The terms of the CAR may have been amended to exclude 

coverage for subcontractors and the policy may not have been 
disclosed to any member of the tiers within the contractor group.

3. The client of the offshore construction project generally pays 
significant premiums for CAR cover. Therefore, they are naturally 

concerned that the actions of any party to the construction 
project could prejudice their cover. There is a considerable 
commercial pressure by such clients to make contractors liable for 
their negligence, gross negligence and/or wilful misconduct. 

4. Clients may also encourage contractors participation and 
exposure by requiring the EPI contractor to bear the first loss 
under the cover, for example, up to $10m. Typically, this cascades 
down through the contracting chain to the marine contractor.  
The marine contractor is left with few options – either bear an 
uninsured risk or insure at inefficient cost.

5. It is also generally assumed that the client will take out CAR 
insurance. However, there may be projects where the client elects 
to self-insure. Again, the marine subcontractor needs to establish 
the extent of credit risk and decide whether insurance is an 
efficient solution for their own risk appetite.

6. There are due diligence obligations under the CAR, namely quality 
assurance and quality control ‘QA/QC’ provisions which must be 
adhered to by the contractors (‘other assureds’) as a condition 
precedent. Marine contractors should consider whether their 
procedures adopt the prescribed standards. Practically, the Marine 
Warranty Surveyor should approve the construction activities for 
the benefit of the underwriters. However, clients may be keen  
to lessen the chances of a breach of the condition precedent  
as this may compromise their own ability to recover under the 
CAR. The QA/QC provisions may therefore be deleted on a 
case-by-case basis.

Limitations of CAR cover from a marine contractor’s perspective 
for FPSO units
The CAR does anticipate that contract works may include floating 
units, for example, FPSO/MOPU/FPU during any navigation from the 
yard to the offshore field. Section II of the CAR policy typically has a 
sublimit for third-party liabilities or coverage terms that may not be 
adequate compared to P&I policies, albeit section II cover can be 
arranged to sit in excess of P&I.

It is common for FPSOs to have a P&I entry for delivery voyages. This 
has the additional benefit of freeing up capacity under CAR section  
I for increased value of the unit relevant. There are practical issues for 
continuity and risk pricing for short duration exposures; risks that offer 
continuity and/or which are of short duration are more attractive. 

Maintenance operations where there is no CAR cover
Once an offshore installation is in production, there will be 
maintenance obligations on the operator of the facility. Inevitably, 
these maintenance operations will involve marine contractors with  
an appropriate marine spread.

However, the existence of any CAR cover almost certainly will have 
ceased and/or there will be no equivalent insurance under which the 
marine contractor may be covered. The marine contractor’s operations 
would constitute a specialist operation, and damage to the items 
being maintained would be treated as damage to contract works and 
therefore would be excluded under the P&I entry of that marine 
contractor.

Conclusion
In all three scenarios, it is apparent that marine contractors either may 
have no or limited access to the CAR cover for damage to the contract 
works. The options available for the marine contractor are stark – 
avoid the exposure through contracting; mitigate the exposure to the 
balance sheet by insuring the risk or bear the financial risk uninsured. 
Although at both forums there was no clear consensus on all issues, 
 it was clear that inefficient insurance purchase is not in any party’s 
interest. WELCAR 2001 was designed to address the offshore 
construction industry’s competing requirements of limit, efficiency 
and certainty. The trend of contracting does not give any comfort to 
the club – there appears to be a significant pressure to turn the 
principal insured’s property risk into a liability risk for the contractors 
and to avoid the community of interest. Unquestionably, this leads to 
uncertainty and inefficient use of limited insurance market capacity.
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Tokyo
 
Human Element Seminars 
17 and 20 July, Tokyo and Imabari 
The aim of the Human Element Seminars was to act as a ’catalyst of 
awareness’ for senior managers to identify and manage the serious risks 
inherent in the human element in their organisations. The seminars 
offered an insight into how to reduce attritional incidents and claims 
that can mount up in the course of running a complex business, and 
equally offer an approach to reducing the risk of the ’big one’ – the 
kind of catastrophe that has far-reaching implications.

Following on from four successful seminars in 2011, seminars were 
held in Tokyo on 17 July and in Imabari on 20 July. Although the 
seminars were held in different geographical locations, many members 
found that they were facing the same issues whilst running their 
organisations, such as the threat of piracy, and recruiting and retaining 
qualified crew. Presentations were made by Robert Drummond – 
Director of Business Development, Gillian Musgrave – Regional  
Claims Director and Yves Vandenborn – Senior Surveyor. 

Member seminar
25 September, Istanbul
The seminar and reception was held on 25 September in Istanbul. 
More than 100 members, their brokers and local service providers 
were given presentations by staff featuring an update from the club 
(John Reily – Director of Underwriting), revisions to the Inter Club 
Agreement (Duncan Howard – Syndicate Claims Director), bunker 
disputes (Daniel Brand – Claims Executive) and the Turkish arrest 
convention (James Bean – Syndicate Director).

London
 
Offshore forum
3 October, London
The club held its 12th annual Offshore Forum on 3 October and was 
joined by 71 guests for the half-day seminar and dinner. The annual 
Offshore Forum offers a unique opportunity for shipowners involved 
in the offshore oil and gas industry to meet and discuss current 
industry issues with oil companies and contractors in an informal 
environment. In order to stimulate informed debate, guests at Trinity 
House enjoyed a series of presentations by our panel of experts. 
Topics included a Standard Club update (Alistair Groom – Chief 
Executive), UKCS – What Future? (David Odling, Oil & Gas UK), and 
offshore market prospects and the global energy market (Stephen 
Gordon, Clarkson). These were followed by six presentations on the 
conflict between P&I and CAR policies. Robert Dorey writes further on 
this topic in this Standard Bulletin, concluding that in many situations, 
marine contractors may either have no or limited access to the CAR 
cover for damage to contract works. This can lead to uncertainty and 
inefficient use of limited insurance market capacity. 

Member seminar
15 October, Hong Kong 
The seminar on 15 October was held in Hong Kong. Guests were 
treated to presentations including an update from the recent board 
meeting (Alistair Groom – Chief Executive), an outline of the clubs 
new products offered (Robert Drummond – Director of Business 
Development), an exploration of the Maritime Labour Convention 
(Charles D’Alton – Underwriter) and a talk on Project Horizon and 
fatigue (Yves Vandenborn – Senior Surveyor). The seminar was 
followed by a dinner, which allowed guests to continue discussing  
the topics in more detail. 

2012 Club Events 
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Singapore
 
Member seminar and offshore forum
17 October, Singapore 
This year, the Standard Offshore Forum in Singapore was an afternoon 
event, paired with a member seminar on 17 October. In all, the two 
sessions were attended by 116 of the club’s members and brokers.

The seminar featured a wider range of topics to appeal to all participants 
in the shipping industry. Presentations included an update from the 
recent board meeting (Alistair Groom – Chief Executive), an outline of 
the clubs new products offered (Nick Sansom – Director and General 
Manager), an exploration of the Maritime Labour Convention (Charles 
D’Alton – Underwriter and Yves Vandenborn – Senior Surveyor), a talk 
on collision claims in Chinese waters (Gillian Musgrave – Regional 
Claims Director), and a wide-ranging question and answer session.

Presentations at the Offshore Forum were designed to highlight  
issues from a range of different perspectives, so a number of external 
presenters joined our Standard Club representatives. Presentations 
were made on various topics, including commercial and insurance 
views of the offshore energy market (David Palmer – Pareto Securities 
and Anne-Charlotte Courtois – Marsh), FPSO claims from a hull and 
P&I perspective (William Wright – CT Energy and Robert Dorey – 
Offshore Director) and a P&I opinion on contracting by construction 
and installation contractors (Sharmini Murugason – Offshore Syndicate 
Claims Director). This was followed by contrasting views on CAR policies 
(George Nassaouati – JLT Energy and John Croucher – Underwriter). 
The presentations were concluded by an enlightening talk on offshore 
indemnities (Guy Hardaker – Holman Fenwick Willan) and this was 
followed by Robert Dorey opening the floor for guests to express  
their thoughts.

Robert Dorey writes further on the conflicts between P&I and CAR  
in this Standard Bulletin.

New York
 
Member seminar
25 October, Athens
The seminar and reception was held on 25 October in Athens. More 
than 80 members and their brokers were given presentations featuring 
an update from the club following on from the board meeting earlier 
in October (Jeremy Grose – Chief Operating Officer), a review of 
collisions in Chinese waters (Philip Stephenson – Claims Director) and 
an update on revisions to the Inter Club Agreement (Anna Doumeni – 
Claims Executive). Following the seminar, the guests joined staff from 
both London and Piraeus for a buffet dinner.

Member seminar
15 November, New York 
The seminar was held on 15 November at The India House in New 
York City. More than 35 representatives from the club’s North 
American membership attended the day-long event. The morning 
session comprised a club update (David Roberts – Syndicate Director), 
a review of the requirements for poolability of contracts and 
indemnities (Brian Glover – Director of Claims and Eddy Morland – 
Underwriter), an update on US personal injury issues (LeRoy Lambert 
– President Charles Taylor P&I Management (Americas) Inc and Ryan 
Puttick – Claims Director), and an introduction to General Average 
(Richard Wood – Average Adjuster and COO Signal Administration). 
The afternoon session was a team-based interactive major casualty 
workshop delivered by the club (Sam Kendall-Marsden – Syndicate 
Claims Director) in conjunction with Blank Rome LLP (John Kimball 
and Richard Singleton). An article on managing a major casualty, 
written by Sam Kendall-Marsden, has since been produced for the 
Standard Bulletin December edition.

Member seminar
7 December, Jakarta 
The seminar held in Jakarta on 7 December featured a range of topics 
to appeal to all participants in the shipping and offshore industry and 
was attended by 61 representatives of our Indonesian membership 
and their brokers. Presentations included an update from the recent 
board meeting (Nick Sansom – Director and General Manager), an 
outline of the clubs new products offered (Nick Taylor – Deputy 
Underwriter), an exploration of the Maritime Labour Convention  
(Yves Vandenborn – Senior Surveyor), a presentation on managing  
a major casualty (Gillian Musgrave – Regional Claims Director),  
and a question and answer session hosted by the speakers.




